4-POST
SHELVING
SOLUTIONS

MINIMAL SPACE, MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY.

Our 4-post shelving allows you to create and store your inventory
in the best possible layout thanks to universally slotted shelves.
The shelves' easily-adjustabe compartments add incredible
value to your shelving system through their sturdy metal design
and the flexibility of re-adapting its shelf accessories whenever
your space needs change.

Adaptable Layouts

Smart. Storage. Solutions.
www.BRADFORDSYSTEMS.com

Records Organization

Dave Bradford
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847.344.8989
dave@bradfordsystems.com

Getting the Right Size
Standard shelving (left) has a rigid layout that
takes a one-size-fits-all approach, wasting
space at the ends and between shelves.
With a right-sized shelving system (right), we
can store standard-sized boxes and items
particular to your industry in a more exact
and neat layout, condensing your storage
so you can store more in less space!

LIMITED SPACE, UNLIMITED OPTIONS.
Being of heavy-duty metal construction is
enough to stand out from other shelving
systems, but we like to go a step further.
The array of accessories we have to fully
custom-build your shelving layout are
made to store anything from record files,
to fabrics, and even big bulky items like
footballs and paintings.

“The team is knowledgeable, helpful,
and carries a great line of products.
They will transform your company's
storage, and make working more
efﬁcient for your team.”
Ben Hicks | SEO Director
Pilot Digital Marketing

Do you need ﬂexible shelving system solutions?
Our 4-post shelving provides customized, versatile, and functional metal shelving accessories
for any available storage space across all industries.
• Stationary or mobile
• 4-post or case-type
• Anti-tip protection
• Welded-steel construction
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• Reconfiguable
• Material & color finish options
• Pull-out reference shelf
• Drawer installation & more
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